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Booting the Computer: or Turning it on
There are 2 kinds of booting the computer.

COLD BOOT: This is when the power is off and you start the computer. Sometimes this is needed to
set up hardware.

WARM BOOT: This is restarting to computer with out turning off the power. Many times when
installing new software the computer will reboot to finish setting up the software.

The warm boot is less hard on the computer hardware. When cold booting the computer system runs
many tests to make sure all things are working correct.

When first turning on a computer there are many different first screens that can appear..most of them
will be a black screen with white text. Once the computer has done that beginning action. The next
screen to appear is below.

When the computer is started this is
the very first screen that will show. As
the user you do not have to do
anything. After 30 sec it will
automatically start Windows 2000.
This screen is for the Administrator if
any special things must be done. 

The next screen to show will be this
one,
Starting Windows 2000.
How much is done is shown by the
blue gauge at bottom. If all things are
correct this screen will change to the
Log On screen.
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Next screen is the Log On Screen
Each person will have their own Log
On Id and password.
The Log On ID will be your First Name

NEVER SHARE OR TELL YOUR
PASSWORD TO ANYONE.

Password must be changed every 90
Days
Password must be 8 Characters in
length no smaller and can have a mix
of letter and numbers.  

The above picture has what is called a DIALOGUE BOX.
A Dialogue box is a box that appears on the screen and the user must make some kind of decision
like YES, NO or CANCEL or type in some information. These Dialogue boxes will show up very
often. Please make sure you understand this. Because it is IMPORTANT.

Once the Log on has Finished the next
screen that will appear is Getting
Started Screen.

This screen can be turned off so as not
to show the next time you log on.

The new Desk Top with no programs
installed.
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Making a selection, point at it with the mouse, then click one time

This Icon is not selected.

This Icon is selected. If a double click is done the program or action will start.
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THE DESK TOP

Desk Top The whole area that you see.

Icons Pictures that do things.

Short Cuts Icons that start programs or open files with out having to
search for them.

Start Button Where programs can be started.

Tool Bar quick starting of some programs.

System Tray Icons of what is running in the system.

Task Bar where programs show when open and running.

HINT: When you see words written in all capital letters it means a menu command. For example
FILE, OPEN or START, PROGRAMS, WORDPERFECT
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PARTS OF THE WINDOW

Window The name of the thing shown above  

Title Bar The title of the open window

Menu Bar Shows choice of things that can be done

Button Bar Quick actions. 

Tool Bar Special things that you can control not all windows have tool
bars.

Address Bar The Location in your computer.

Status Bar Gives information about the selection.

Horizontal Scroll Bar Permits you to move the contents of the window up and down.

Vertical Scroll Bar Permits you to move the contents of the window right or left.

Minimize Button Makes the window shrink to the task bar.

Maximize Button Makes the window full screen or reverts it from full screen to the
last size.

Close Button Closes the window.
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Resize Corner Permits changing the size of the window making it smaller or
larger.

Pull Down Menu Shows a list of different choices.

Buttons

There are many different kinds of buttons all of them do different things.

A Button A place to click that stops, ends or does a action.

Check Box Used when there are many different choices, more than
one can be picked.

Radio Button Used when there are many different choices. Only one can
be picked.

Button with Menu When you click on this kind of button a menu will appear.

Data Entry Button Opens a new window that allows you to make a new
choice from a list of choices.

Tabs are ways for a single window to have many choices
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THE RIGHT MOUSE CLICK
This is called a Pop-up Menu it shows when you right click. 

This is a Dialogue box. The user must make some kind of
decision

THE CONTROL PANEL

This is where everything is
controlled in the computer.
Each icon is briefly explained
below

The Control panel can be
accessed by START, SETTINGS,
CONTROL PANEL

     

Control Panel Icons

Accessibility options provide
ways to adjust computer
hardware to make computing
easier for impaired operators. 

 Windows 2000 detects most
new hardware automatically.
This capability is referred to as
the plug and play feature of
Windows. 
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Install or uninstall software with
the help of a Wizard

This is where the
Administrator(the person who
set up computer) can make
changes

Plain English
      Wizard A program within Windows that helps you do a specific task. Wizards ask you
questions about the task and then automatically perform operations that complete the task for you.

This is where the date and time
is set or changed

Add colors or patterns to the
background of your desktop,
change the look of the windows,
and pick new window themes.
Also change your screen area
display and colors. Screen
savers preserve your monitor
quality
This is explained more later

Some Windows are called
FOLDERS control how and
what they show here

Add new fonts, remove old fonts,
and view fonts with this option

Devices for Computer games
are controlled here, like a
Joystick

Advance control of the internet
are done here

You can change the character
repeat speed of your keyboard.
This is the speed at which a
character repeats when you
hold down the key on your
keyboard. You can also set the
length of delay interval before a
key repeats, to give you time to
move your finger off a key
before you get a repeat of the
same character

Set the speed of the mouse
pointer and the double-click, as
well as swap buttons for
left-handed users.

Connections to a Network or
the Dial-up for the internet are
set up here

Adjust the settings on your
modem and set your dialing
rules.
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Sets how the power is used by
the computer 

Controls the printer 

This is where the style of
Numbers, Money, Date, Time
and some keyboard setting are
changed

Control Scanners and digital
cameras

Tasks that the computer can do
are scheduled here. Also some
programs have tasks that are
scheduled. Make changes here
to that schedule

Control Sounds and Video

This where the Computer is
controlled.. Do not change
anything in this area unless told
to

Protect your computer from
unauthorized people by
assigning passwords. You can
set or change your password
from the Control Panel


